The vehicle routing problem, it is a many factor of the global optimization problem. In this paper, according to the characteristics of school bus problem, a Plant Growth Simulation Algorithm(PGSA) was put forward, and it was used to solve the vehicle routing problem, the algorithm was experimented and the experimental results show that the new algorithm has reliable convergence, high convergence rate and solution precision.
Introduction
In recent years, the vehicle routing problem was widely concerned, from the safety, management mode, route planning and city traffic pressure, all aspects need management and city planners proposed solutions. At home and abroad, the academic research of the route selection and the bus vehicle scheduling problem are still difficult, management and decision analysis need involve the massive spatial data and attribute data, an efficient and feasible algorithm can use the least cost to improve school bus service quality.
This kind of problem can be described as follows [1] : Given a directed graph G = ( V, E ), where V is the school bus stop collection, E is the set of edges, it is weighted edges, and each side has a service demand qij≥0 ( i, j for two adjacent a stop, and i， j ∈ V ), how to find a loop, all sides of demand of the loop are satisfied and the total service costs least. Intelligent optimization algorithms, such as dynamic programming algorithm, nonlinear programming [2] ; heuristic algorithm: SFC [3] , tabu search algorithm [4] , genetic algorithm [5] and a variety of hybrid algorithm etc [6] . The intelligent algorithms have been paid more and more attention, they are used to solve combinatorial optimization [7] .
In order to solve the above problems, this paper puts forward a Plant Growth Simulation Algorithm(PGSA) to solve vehicle routing problem, provide decision support for the practice of route planning.
The mathematical model of vehicle routing problem
Mathematical models are as follows:
Among them: V is the set of all docked points ; S is the set of all vehicles.
Equation (1) meets the minimum required services; Equation (2) is transport capacity constraints, it meets each bus does not exceed its capacity in a line running; Equation (3) guarantees the route successive; Equation (4) ensures has at least one customer at each docking point ; Equation (5) ensures that it has not internal closed loop on the vehicle routes; Equation (6) and Equation (7) satisfying the integer constraint.
The plant growth simulation algorithm
Plant growth simulation algorithm(PGSA) is an evolutionary computation technique through simulating the growth processes in plants, which is based on the principles of plant phototropism growth [8] . The algorithm has a good prospect in the application due to requiring a simple on the parameters. It has gradually been applied in the field of engineering by many scholars [9] .
Plants can be viewed as a system, which composes of a large number of branches and nodes. It must be as soon as possible to strive for breeding more branches and leaves for earning more surface areas, which can obtain the greatest possible sunlight. The form of grammar that simulates the plant description analysis and development had been established since linguistics was introduced into the biological, which based on a simple rewrite rules and branching rules, 
The analysis of simulation

Conclusions
This paper proposes a plant growth algorithm, the plant growth algorithm is applied to solve vehicle routing problem. Experiments show that the new algorithm has strong global search ability, convergence speed.
